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Introduction
Hi There! 
 
Thank you for enrolling in the FREE "How to start a blog" course! 
 
I absolutely love blogging and I can not wait to teach you how to create
your very own online business. I will be taking you through, step by step,
what you need to do before, during and after launching your blog. 
 
If this is your first encounter with me, let me introduce myself. My name is
Elena Peters. I started blogging in 2014 and I will say that it is one of the
best decisions I ever made in my entire life. I started my very first blog
because I wanted to share my experiences and offer support to people
living with a bipolar spouse. Little did I know that I would consequently
start 2 more blogs and become a full-time blogger, earning a sweet
income doing what I love. Currently, my combined pageviews are over 3
million! (For more about me, click here.) 
 
It wasn't as hard as you think. This ebook is filled with actionable steps
that will help you build your blog in no time. 
 
Are you excited to get going? I hope so! 
 
If you ever have any questions, please do not hesitate to email me at
elena@makingmidlifematter.com.  
 
I am here for you on this journey. 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
Elena Peters 
elenaopeters.com

https://elenaopeters.com/about-me/
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I'm so excited to teach you how to start a blog of your own. It's not as hard as you 

think it is. I was once a new blogger and didn't know anything about themes or 

plug-ins or social media. But I survived and thrived and so can you! Let's just 

take it one step at a time. 

 

Why do you want to start a blog? I shared with you in my introduction that I 

started blogging because I wanted to create a community for people just like 

me, caregivers and spouses of bipolar people. Everyone has different reasons to 

start a blog. There is no wrong or right answer here. 

 

Can you relate to one of these reasons? 

 

1. Do you want to share your story and create a community? 

 

Blogging allows you to give back to other people by sharing your own 

experiences and hardships.The most un-selfish act is to make someone else feel 

like they are not alone. It is very empowering to create a community of people 

online and help them through their individual journeys. 

 

2. Do you want to make money? 

 

Blogging provides you with an awesome opportunity to turn your passion into 

income. I am so lucky to be able to make a full-time income by doing what I love. 

It is hard work and some niches will take a little longer to monetize but if you are 

patient, you can make money blogging. 

 

3. Do you want to establish your authority and enhance your other career? 

 

Your blog is your new business card and the internet allows you to go 

international. 

 

Are you an author, speaker, freelance writer, artist, or virtual assistant? Having a 

blog is the perfect way to reach more people and establish yourself as an expert 

in your field. 
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4. Do you want to change people's lives? 

 

Have you made a lifestyle change that other people would be interested in? 

Teaching other people how to lose weight, save money, or move to a different 

country are just a few of the topics that can draw a large audience. 

 

5. Do you want to share your skills? 

 

Are you really good at applying makeup, choosing the right outfits, baking, or 

decorating your home? Pinterest will love you! 

 

Whatever you personal reasons are for wanting to start a blog, know that there is 

room for you. No market is too saturated if you bring to it your unique voice. 

 

 

 

Stay tuned. Up next we are going to choose a niche and a domain name. 
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So, now you have honed in for your own personal reasons for wanting to start a blog, 

the next thing to do is to define your niche. 

 

Niche, in business terms, is a focus area or a small market segment. Great, so what really 

is it? It is determining what you want to blog about. 

 

What are you good at? Where are your creative juices taking you? What inspires you? 

 

You should really think about it very carefully. I know you may be tempted to choose a 

niche that has a proven record for quick monetization, like teaching others how to 

make money online or finance, but if you are not really passionate about it, you might 

end up quitting or get bored after only a few weeks. 

 

And seriously, all blogs can be monetized. Some may take longer to see a steady 

income and some may never see 5 figure monthly incomes but if you are doing what 

you are passionate about everyday, your business will grow and prosper and you will 

LOVE working everyday. 

 

 

How to start find your niche 

 

1. Write down your potential niches. You know yourself and you know what you like 

and passionate about. Write every single niche you can think of that you are interested. 

Ask family and friends what they think you are passionate about or like to talk about. 

(they may surprise you) 

 

2. Write down your goals. Write down why you want to blog, what you want to get out 

of it, and what you want people to get out of your blog. Write your short-term and, 

possibly, long term goals on blogging. 

 

3. Cross-compare your goals with the potential niches. Find out which of these niches 

will allow you to reach your goals. As I always say to other people, it's hard to go 

through life without a goal. Without a goal, it's like going through a long and winding 

road without any foreseeable end in sight. 
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After you have chosen your niche, you need to select a domain name. This is 

actually the hardest, and sometimes longest, part of the whole process. 

 

Things to keep in mind when choosing a domain name: 

 

•use a ".com" when possible 

•avoid numbers and hyphens 

•short and memorable is best 

•don't use words with multiple possible spellings 

•using your niche in the title is good for SEO 

•don't choose a domain name that is very similar to another site name 

•make sure your chosen name is available on social media platforms 

 

If you are really stuck, check out this article on Mashable. 

 

Next up, it is time to press the button and go for it! Next, you start your online 

business for reals. 
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Are you still with me? 

 

I'm just kidding. I know you are anxious to get started. 

 

You may feel like I have been putting off the actual technical process for too long but 

there was a very good reason to take you through the proceeding steps. The more 

thought you put into finding your niche and domain name, the better the chance 

you have to succeed. I don't want you to realize in a month that you hate your niche 

or that your domain name sucks. Been there. Done that, my friend. I'm just trying to 

make sure you don't have to follow in my footsteps there. 

 

Now, you will learn how to create your blog the easy and fast way. You don't need 

any special skills or power to create a blog from scratch. With just a touch of a few 

buttons, you are on your way! 

 

This is the part that is going to cost you a few bucks but don't worry I have done the 

research for you. Thanks to Siteground, you can sign up for a blog for as little as 

$3.95 per month. That's a cup of coffee at your favorite cafe. 

 

I love Siteground and personally use it. The speed and performance of your blog,  as 

well as the customer service at Siteground are impeccable. You need to have all of 

these things to help you succeed in blogging. 

 

Now head on over to this link for your step by step instruction that will help you 

create your blog in 15 minutes or less. 

 

Congratulations on your new adventure! 
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How are things going so far? Did you manage to get your blog set up and running? 

 

Next, we are going to do some maintenance and create some standard blog pages 

with content. 

 

 

 

1. Let's pick a theme 

 

I suggested in my tutorial to either choose a free theme when you were installing 

Wordpress or to wait and choose a theme through your Wordpress dashboard when 

ready. I hope you have had a chance now to explore all the themes available. 

 

If you can't seem to find a theme that matches your vision, here are some sites to check 

out. I am currently using themes from all of these sources: 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Let's publish some pages 

 

So where do you start when your blog is empty? You create pages that will define and 

enhance readers' experience on your site. 

 

These may include: 

 

•Static Home Page 

•About Me 

•Contact Me 

•Services 

•Media Kit 

•Terms & Conditions 

 

 

 

 

Day 4: What to do now that the blog is live

Bluchic Restored 316 LLC

Genesis

https://transactions.sendowl.com/stores/5571/46330
http://shareasale.com/r.cfm?b=1011202&u=1417876&m=52337&urllink=&afftrack=
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3. Let's set up your sidebar & footer 

 

Go to your Wordpress Dashboard, click "Appearance", then "widgets". Here you 

will find a list of available widgets to use in your sidebar. Don't go overboard. 

You don't want it to look cluttered and messy. 

 

Some common widgets you may use: 

 

•follow button 

•archives 

•search feature 

•list of social media profiles 

•list of recent posts 

•list of top posts 

•blog stats 

•your Twitter feed 

•your Facebook Fanpage feed 

 

 

4. Let's set up your social media profiles 

 

You need to secure your name on all social media profiles as soon as you can 

after you have chosen your domain name. 

 

These include but are not limited to: 

 

•Twitter 

•Facebook 

•Pinterest 

•Instagram 

•Stumbleupon 

•Flipboard 

•Snapchat 

 

Add a photo and complete the description of each profile. Generally, you will be 

concentrating on 3 social media platforms at the most at any given time but you 

want to make sure you have secured your name and at least have a presence on 

all platforms. 
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5. Let's publish some posts 

 

Here we go! This is where the magic starts to happen. 

 

Seriously, your first few posts are going to suck. But you need to get your feet 

wet, start finding your voice and connecting with readers. In time, your content 

and style will improve and you can go back and either edit or delete your first 

posts. 

 

 

 

A lot of bloggers get stuck right here. Don't worry about perfection. Just publish! 

 

 

 

Keep in mind that if you don't have any posts, you won't be able to move on to 

the next lesson. 

 

 

 

Next up, how to get traffic and gain followers. 
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So far I have covered all the technical bits that will get you through the complete 

process, before, during and after your blog launch. 

 

I hope you have published a few posts, interacted on social media and found a few 

blogs to follow and get inspiration from. At this point, you may or may not have seen 

any traffic. I want you to know that's ok. It is slow in the beginning and you need to not 

be so hard on yourself. Every blogger struggles in the beginning. It would be unusual 

if you didn't. 

 

But there are ways you can increase your traffic and followers in no time. 

 

Here are some of the ways you that can help your blog increase traffic and followers. 

 

Post regularly. Create posts that are of high-quality and publish them on a regular 

basis. When your blog is almost empty, doing this is especially important so your blog 

doesn't look...well, empty. 

 

Publish high-quality posts. Always remember quality over quantity. Always posts 

high-quality posts as these will separate you from other bloggers and give you a 

distinct perception from the readers' eyes. Readers will come back to visit your site 

when they find value in what you share. 

 

Do a guest post. Try to do a blog post for another site that's in the same niche as you 

are in. This allows you to spread the word that you have your own site. This also 

builds your brand. 

 

Network with bloggers. Make sure to connect with bloggers. They should be 

perceived not as competitors but as colleagues. They will be there for you and help 

you grow personally and your blog. In the beginning, it will be other bloggers that 

may fuel your success. 

 

Learn About Search Engine Optimization (SEO). If you want to be searchable in 

Google and receive organic traffic, you need to learn how SEO works and apply SEO 

techniques to your blog and posts. There are many articles out there. Just Google it! 
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Focus on specific social media platforms. I highly suggest that you choose 

Pinterest as one of the social media platforms that you will nurture. Make sure you 

have an account and have a look around. Get a feel for Pinterest. In the final chapter, I 

will go into more depth on how to harness the power of Pinterest. 

 

Learn from others. Read what other bloggers do and don't do. Figure out and test 

which of these work and don't work. In other words, use and learn from their 

experiences. 

 

Are you ready to talk about money? That's up next. 

 

 

 

https://elenaopeters.com/2016/10/19/start-money-making-blog/
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This is probably one of the most popular topics for new bloggers. It is also one of most 

challenging areas that bloggers face all the time. I'm referring to how to make money 

blogging. 

 

Here is an overview of the 5 main ways to earn an income with your blog. (There are 

many more than listed here.) 

 

 

 

1) ADS AND PASSIVE INCOME 

Under this umbrella, I include Google Adsense, BlogHer, MediaNet, MediaVine, 

Adthrive and any other third party that puts ads on your site (includes above, below 

and in post as well as any and all sidebar ads). 

 

Pros: 
 

•low maintenance 

•third party has secured relationships with brands 

•easy integration 

 

Cons: 
 

•low payout if you have low pageviews 

•revenue directly tied to your page views 

•to make more money you need to increase your pageviews or the number of ads 

 

Observations: You can actually increase your income with this method if you take the 

time to do more than just throw ads up. You must be strategic in your approach or 

employ an ad agency such as MediaNet to do it for you. I currently use MediaVine and 

I earn thousands of dollars a month. If you are using Google Adsense because you are 

just starting out, take the time to use better ad placement and set some filters on your 

ad types to have them align more with your niche. 

 

I know lots of bloggers like myself that are very successful using passive ads. 

Day 6: How to start making money 
with your blog

Make Money Blogging : The Simple Guide

http://bit.ly/2oFvqPC
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2) REVIEW/SPONSORED POSTS 

 

Sponsored posts include a post review and/or social media promotion.  

 

Pros: 
 

•securing relationships with brands 

•the more you do, the more you are approached 

•share new products/information with your readers. 

 

Cons: 
 

•being offered no compensation or only free product 

•being told what to write 

•feeling like you must give positive review even if it doesn’t deserve it 

•sponsored/review content takes over your blog 

 

Observations: Some bloggers are very successful doing sponsored posts. However, 

if you are not very good at approaching brands or negotiating your compensation, 

this is not for you and you will end up either promoting products that don’t fit your 

blog and/or worse, getting stuck on the exchange for free product track forever. 

 

 

3. AFFILIATE SALES 

 

Affiliate sales are custom links you share with you readers either through a post, an 

email or social media promotion.  You earn when your link is used and a purchase is 

made. 

 

Pros: 
 

•income not linked to pageviews 

•many to choose from 

•can have high payout 

 

Cons: 
 

•many to choose from 

•only compensated by sales 

•you need to constantly reassess clicks to create the best rate of return 

 

 

https://elenaopeters.com/2016/10/19/start-money-making-blog/
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Observations: Affiliate links, if they are a proper fit, can be naturally streamlined with 

your existing content. It does take some work to find the right affiliates and to market 

them properly. 

 

For a more detailed look at affiliate and ad networks, plus a list and links to some 

programs you may join, check out my post here : 10 Affiliate & Ad Networks That 

Accept New Bloggers 

 

 

4) YOUR OWN PRODUCTS 

 

Your own products may include physical or digital products that you have developed 

yourself.  

 

Pros: 
 

•huge potential payouts with no limits 

•effort packed at front end, then low maintenance after 

 

Cons: 
 

•large setup in terms of time and resources 

•huge commitment to promotion 

•time sensitive 

•beat competition to market 

 

Observations: If you are a fiercely, laser focused person and can commit and 

complete tasks quickly and efficiently, go for it! You can make oodles of money. I 

create courses on the Teachable platform. It is so easy and I love that Teachable takes 

care of all the money side for me. It’s a time and stress saver to me not to have to deal 

with an online shopping cart on my blog. 

 

However, if you have a million things on the go and can never complete anything 

properly, this may not be for you. Also, this revenue maker requires huge promotion 

and that usually means you in front of a camera. You should be very comfortable with 

that if this is the income stream you wish to establish. 

 

 

 

 

https://elenaopeters.com/2017/10/21/affiliate-programs-new-bloggers/
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5) SERVICES 

 

Services can be anything from management and coaching to helping create content.  

 

Pros: 
 

•creating income from existing skills 

•you decide on which clients you would like to work with 

•you decide how much you want to work 

 

Cons: 
 

•no way to scale 

•days off mean no income 

•under estimating time for services/working for nothing 

 

Observations: By far the easiest way to supplement your blog income is to sell 

services. Especially when you have developed a skill that other people need. 

However, remember there are only so many hours in a day and clients may need you 

at opportune times. You may not be able to go on a vacation or understand that you 

have to go without income during those times. 

 

I want you to choose the best methods for you and your blog. If you choose the right 

fit, you have a better chance of creating a substantial income. In fact, most successful, 

money making bloggers will use a combination of the above 5 blog money making 

strategies and more. It all comes down to time and commitment and what you 

ultimately want. 

 

In the perfect scenario, we could all hire Virtual Assistants and be able to only 

concentrate on the tasks we enjoy. But blogging is a one man band for most of us and 

so you have to allocate your time wisely when it comes to developing a money 

making blog. 

 

https://elenaopeters.com/2016/10/19/start-money-making-blog/
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Use these questions to help you choose the best income stream for you and your 

blog. 

 

Would you love to work with clients and help them achieve success? 

 

Do you want to concentrate on content and would be happy with some passive 

income? 

 

Do you love sharing new products/ideas/services you use with your readers? 

 

Do you love to create new things? 

 

Do you love to teach and/or influence others? 

 

Do you need to be careful of creating too much stress or have health issues that could 

limit or put the brakes on a project? 

 

Would you like to travel more or pursue other hobbies and want to have more 

freedom and don’t want to be tied down to clients needs? 

 

Do you have the time/skills/resources to commit to a huge project? 

 

Choose wisely. Develop it fully. Create the future you want for YOU and your blog. 

 

 

https://elenaopeters.com/2016/10/19/start-money-making-blog/
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Day 7: Tips & Tricks Of Passive Income

I hope you have been studying the previous lesson and answering the questions 

honestly. It is really important to choose the right monetization strategy for you. 

 

This email is specifically about what most people call "passive income". In fact, it isn't 

totally passive. There is a lot of behind the scenes work that goes into being 

successful with passive income. But once you have all the pieces in place, you in fact 

do, make money when you are sleeping. 

 

 

 
 
 
Revenue from ads 

 

•Focus on evergreen, content creation. Since this income is closely tied to traffic, 

you need to create lots of posts that people want to read. 

•Try placement testing. Play around the placements of ads as well as type 

(text/image) and colour. Monitor individual ad income to maximize revenue. 

•Join an ad network with minimum requirements as soon as you can. Ad networks 

like Google Adsense have the lowest payout because they accept everyone. 

Exclusive networks like MediaVine, have higher payouts. I make $3000/month with 

MediaVine. 

•Build a relationship with your affiliate manager. He/she can help your ad visibility 

and click through rate. It's their business to help you make more. 

 

 

 

Tips To Increase Passive Income

https://elenaopeters.com/2017/12/02/midlife-blogger-3000-income/
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Affiliate Links 

 

•Recommend only products you like and use. Readers are not stupid. They can tell 

when you are in it for the money only. 

•Write honest product reviews. People like to read real reviews before they make 

any purchasing decisions. 

•Limit the links you have in your blog. Just because you have a lot of products to 

market does not mean you should put everything in every post. 

•Write posts with affiliates in mind. The recommended products in each post, should 

be related to the post you write. 

•Use text links. Text links organically put in your post convert better than images. 

Seriously, go figure. 

•Publish tutorials. People want to know how to use products they have or they will 

buy. 

•Try placement testing. Play around with the placement of affiliate links in your 

posts, sidebar and footers. 

•Use social media to promote your affiliate links. As long as you disclose, you can 

share your affiliate links on most social media platforms. Don't be spammy. 

 

 

Sales from your own products 

 

•Make a survey or poll. Ask your readers what products they would buy. 

•Decide on the proper delivery method. Will you sell it on your blog, or use a 

platform like Teachable to administer your course/product. 

•Ask for beta testers. Real users of your products can give you valuable insight before 

you launch. 

•Test market prices. Limited time discounts or coupons allows you to see what you 

should set your permanent price at. 

 

 

I know the last few days have probably left your head spinning but I want you to relax 

and not get stressed. Don't be in a rush. If you follow my steps, one by one, you will 

make money blogging. You have to be patient and create a solid foundation first. 

 

Next up, my favourite topic: PINTEREST!!! 

 

https://elenaopeters.com/2016/10/19/start-money-making-blog/
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I couldn't let you walk away from this course without talking about the one tool that 

has been responsible for my views going from virtually zero to over 150,000 monthly. 

 

The secret sauce is Pinterest. 

 

I have been working on Pinterest since August of 2015. I have tested many methods, 

both manual and automated as well as successfully overcome multiple algorithm 

changes. My online magazine, Making Midlife Matter, is proof that you can have a 

successful, money making blog without blogging about blogging or how to make 

money online. 

 

And if I can do it, so can you. It will just take time. 

 

I can teach you step by step what worked for me but you will have to build on what 

you learn and adapt it to your own blog and niche. 

 

However, there are certain givens that you can not sway away from if you want to 

harness the power of Pinterest: 

 

•You must create a business account. 

•You must create Pinterest worthy images. 

•You must make your blog shareable on Pinterest. 

•You must have rich pins. 

•You must use keywords in your profile, boards and pin descriptions. 

 

All of these topics and are covered in my FREE course about how to set up your 

Pinterest account properly. You can sign up for it here. 

 

 

Day 8: How To Harness The Power Of 
Pinterest
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I will not be covering how to automate your Pinterest here and I will tell you why. Too 

many bloggers jump into automation without having a good grasp about how to use 

Pinterest to send traffic to their blogs. You must first learn how to use it manually. If 

you don't, automation may help you in the beginning but it will not sustain traffic. You 

will get confused and frustrated and you will probably start buying ecourses left and 

right, trying to figure it all out. 

 

Don't do that. Sign up for my FREE course. Complete it. Understand Pinterest. Be 

patient. (Yes, I use that word a lot.) 

 

Well that's it, guys. 

 

You now have all the tools and knowledge to create your blog and run it like a pro. 

 

If you have any questions, I am here to help you in the best way I can. 

 

Good luck and happy blogging! 

https://elenaopeters.com/2016/10/19/start-money-making-blog/
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I just wanted to stop by and see how your blog journey is going. 

 

Are you up and running? I would love to know. Send me your URL! 

 

 

Or are you the type that tends to over think the process and have not launched yet. 

You need to just jump in. Seriously. 

 

I can promise you that you will make mistakes. You will double think everything you 

do. And you will sometimes feel like quitting. 

 

But you have to push through. You will learn so much more as you blog. I am here for 

you if you have any questions. Just hit reply. 

 

You can not start your success journey till you start your blog. Just do it! 

 

 

Well this is the last day of class. I'm going to miss you! Thank you so much for 

enrolling in this course. If you have any suggestions or comments, please do not 

hesitate to contact me. 

 

Now go, make your blog dreams a reality. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

 

 

Elena Peters 

elenaopeters.com 

Follow-up
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Resources & Links

My blogs:
ElenaOPeters.com
MakingMidlifeMatter.com
LivingWithBatman.com

My FREE Pinterest Course

How to start a blog step by step tutorial

Other resources mentioned in this guide:

Siteground
Bluchic
Restored 316
Genesis
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